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Learning Objectives

✓Appreciate that a Brief But Vivids can very 
simply demonstrate impact, supporting statistics
✓Understand the purpose of Brief But Vivids
✓Awareness about what a BBV includes
✓Be able to relate to the use of and benefit of   
BBVs for qualitative evaluation
✓See other opportunities for sharing BBVs
✓Feel confident to create a BBV



What are Brief But Vivids?
• An idea developed by Ronald Labonte (Canadian) in the 1990s 

• Presenting someone’s story, experiences, or dialogue in a few sentences

• There is a link between BBVs and Social Stories (Carol Gray)

• Capturing and painting a picture of where someone was at, the journey 
they went through, and the impact for them and others

For example:

Susanna was unhappy at School and refused to go as she felt bullied. She 
attended the Sólás youth programme; which initially she found challenging. 
Through conversations, activities, and socially engaging with other young 
people and the Sólás team, she understood more about how her behaviour 
might seem to others and, importantly, she has regained her own self-
confidence. Susanna is now attending School everyday; her Grandmother 
says the most important thing is that she is now smiling again.



Why do we use Brief But Vivids?

• Just think for a second about the Projects and Programmes you have 
been involved in – do you remember how many parents or children 
were involved, or how many sessions took place? No – whilst this is 
important quantitative data that meets targets; what you probably 
remember is the difference that you made for people who engaged

• To provide feedback so that people can put the factual numerical data 
into context and see the impact for people and communities

• They can be used as a training tool; but in Evaluation Reports they 
bring the data to life

• A Brief But Vivid should paint a picture



Sentence Types in Brief But Vivids

1. Descriptive:
• This part answers the wh- questions relevant to the situation. Where it is, who it’s occurring 

with, and why it’s happening. No assumptions or opinions should be included

2. Perspective:
• This part includes opinions, feelings, ideas related to the situation. Can refer to the individual 

or other people’s feelings

3. Directive:
• This part includes a range of responses for a particular situation. It’s important that they have 

a positive focus and refrain from using “have to” or “must”. Leave room for error – use “will 
try to…”

4. Affirmative:
• This part includes statements that enhance the importance of engagement

5. Cooperative:
• This could include anyone else who has been involved or benefitted from an intervention



Writing a Brief But Vivid

• Brief But Vivids give an outsider a visual look into what we are doing

• The Brief But Vivid is telling a little story 

• Choose a focus – this could be one day or a whole programme

• During or at the end of a session, programme, or project someone 
might say something to you – a Mum might say: “before this … but 
now … and this means …”; 

• Or you might observe something really positive: he previously had a 
fear of …, but today …, and he felt ….



Examples of Brief But Vivids
• Dunclug Parents and Kids Programme

• Oasis Befriending Programme

• Ormeau Road Foodbank

• South Belfast SureStart Perinatal Programme

Commonalities:

• All have a beginning, a middle, and an end

• All show progression and personal development

• All demonstrate impact in three or four sentences

• All link to the Rhetoric Theory: as they use logic, pathos, and rhetoric



Task

Take five minutes and think of something that could be a Brief But 
Vivid, presenting the impact of the work you do by painting a picture –
make notes if you want to. This could be:

o a situation that you observed

o feedback you received from a Programme participant

o something that happened very quickly – a ‘lightbulb moment’ for someone

o a family or individual ‘journey’ that took place over time

I would like to ask you to then share this BBV with the group – which is 
also an opportunity for you to share with others what you do.



How Can We Improve BBVs?

• Use relevant language that everyone understands

• Possibly include a photo that might relate to the story

• Consider the core aims and values of your organisation and 
create BBVs that demonstrate how these have been met for 
children, young people, parents, older people, families, or 
any other target group you work with

• Any other ideas?



Outcomes from today

This is a bit back to front – but as an Evaluator, I hope that you can see:

• How BBVs bring data alive

• That by letting people – evaluators, those producing annual 
reports, social media - have these stories you can see that 
they enhance Evaluation Reports by showing the impact

• BBVs expose colleagues, your partners, managers, funders, 
and others to `coalface’ or ‘grassroots’ experiences

• As people delivering projects, your participation in evaluation 
is crucial



Any further questions?



Evaluation

Survey Monkey link:

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/THLL8HV


